“It's on your door!” He answered
while pointing at the office door.
Hey DEVILer,
I politely said, 'Sir, those are the
My high-school English teacher hours that we are open.”
was well known for being a fair,
but hard, grader. One day I Hey DEVILer,
received a B- on a paper. In hopes When I finished high school, I
of bettering my grade and in the wanted to take my graduation
spirit of the Valentine’s Day, I sent money and buy myself a motorcycle,
her an extravagant heart-shaped but my mom said no.
See, she had a brother who died
box of chocolates with the
pre-printed inscription: “BE in a horrible motorcycle accident
when he was eighteen.
And I
MINE.”
The following day, I received in could just have his motorcycle.
Anthony J. Pittsburgh, PA
return a Valentine from my
teacher. It read: “Thank you, but Hey DEVILer,
it’s still BE MINE-US.”
Last night I had a blind date with
Brad S., Lumberton, NJ a beautiful girl, but she was rather
thin. I mean, this was downright
Dear DEVILer,
I have the ability to drive people skinny. She turned sideways, you
CRAZY with funny jokes! I don’t didn’t see her.
know if I was born with it, or if I I took her to a restaurant and the
learned it from reading the maitre d’ said to me, “Check your
Deviler. But DAMN I’m good at umbrella?
Ward J., Ventnor, NJ
it!

Do you have or have you ever had BORBORYGMUS?
It is the technical name for the noise your stomach
makes when it growls. It occurs when gas moves
around in your intestines, so saying that your stomach
is rumbling is a bit of a misnomer.
This is Berry Confusing!
A banana is a berry, but a strawberry is not. This is because a
“berry” is technically a fruit with three distinct layers - a thick outer one;
a middle one containing most of the edible fruit; and an inner one that
contains the seeds. The fruit also must come from a flower with only one
ovary. By this classification, grapes are berries as well, but strawberries
aren’t.

Look out
for #1.
Don't
step in #2
either.
DYK? Smoking can cause at least 15 different types of cancer. And
nearly 9 out of 10 lung cancers are from puffing away on cigarettes.
Burn those two facts into your head if you haven’t yet quit.

TJ., Newport, DE Dear DEVILer,
I have n ever received a
Hey DEVILer,
Valentine’s
Day Card, and that's
The pharmacist asked me my
OK
with
me.
With all the stores
birth date again today. I’m pretty
sure he’s going to get me blooming in pink and red, we often
forget that St. Valentine wasn't
something.
Petula N., Clementon, NJ the one in love. (He was a Roman
priest who married Christian
Dear DEVILer,
couples and was killed for his
On Valentine’s Day last year, my trouble.)
mom texted me, “Enjoy your VD.”
Kirstie R., Collings Lakes, NJ
I texted back; Not the best time Dear Kirstie,
to abbreviate, Mom.
Thank you for that bit of
Pat E., Quinton, NJ uplifting history.
Hi. DEVILer,
“Great-grandma gave me this
money,” said my three-year-old,
happily clutching a $20 bill he’d
gotten as a present.
“That’s right,” I said. “How did
you know that?”
Pointing to Andrew Jackson’s
face in the middle, he said,
“Because her picture is on it.”
Jackie D., Port St. Lucie, FL

Hi DEVILer,
At an all-you-can-eat buffet, my 8year-old was excited to find a
chocolate milk machine. But her
aunt did not approve. “Chocolate
milk for dinner?” she asked.
“It’s really good!” said my
daughter.
Her aunt shrugged. “Well, its
8AM. somewhere.”
Jamie Q., Deptford, NJ

Dear DEVILer,
I had a very dissatisfied customer
come into my business shouting at
my receptionist. “I’ve been calling
700-1000 for two days and can't
get through. Don’t you guys ever
answer the xa#in+k phone?!”
I came out my office to assist and
asked the gentleman, “Where did
you get that number, sir?')

Hey DEVILer,
Now that I can afford expensive
jewelry, it's not safe to wear it
anywhere.
Joanne Y., Red Bank, NJ

The South Jersey DEVILer: Hey DEVILer, can February March? .... No but April May.

Hey DEVILer,
What do you call a Mexican who
has lost his car? ....... Carlos
Orlando R., Mays Landing, NJ

